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BE THERE!!!

FORD KICKS UP
PRODUCTION

Letter from the President
MAKING iCONTACT
This is the electronic age, there can
be no doubt: virtually everything is
wireless. Even here at the National
Ford Truck Club, many of our readers take advantage of our on-line
version. Contact with Ford corporate
is well-entrenched in a very robust
website between all Ford dealers and
Dearborn. Most of our Sponsors use
very sophisticated websites to convey options and availability of pool
units, etc. Just about every FordPro
uses the internet to make marketing
forays, to get more customers, to get
information from suppliers, to locate
finished work trucks, to trace vehicles
that are inbound, and to contact with
“prospects as well as suspects,” as
the saying goes.
While iContact is a great tool for
certain key aspects of our business,
it can’t do everything. It can tell customers how much you know, and to
a lesser degree (by your immediate
response to inquiries) a level of how
much you care. However, there is no
substitution for Eye Contact to bring
the care message home.

the NTEA Work Truck Show, is to
make eye contact with suppliers and
potential customers. There is no
substitute for looking into the eyes of
people with whom you share the passion of work trucks.
Come to the NTEA’s awesome
Work Truck Show in Indianapolis and
see with your own eyes the trucks
(tools) of the future. Inevitably, you
will come away with a dozen new
concepts or ideas about building
your business as a FordPro with vocations you never thought of. If you
wonder why you should go, just ask
any of the hundreds of FordPros that
GO BACK year after year. It’s not for
the golf in March!
FEEDBACK
I would appreciate it if you write your
thoughts on how the National Ford
Truck Club can serve you better in
the coming year. Drop me a line at
joehughes@fordpros.com: though
it’s iContact, it’s the best I can do in
this case. I’ll appreciate anything
you have to say. We want to be the
best resource we can be for encouraging fellow professionals when you
are located too far away to make Eye
Contact at a regional Club meeting.

EYE CONTACT IS CRITICAL
For your prospects and customers
alike it is critical for you to leave your Let’s make it a great year, through
comfortable seat and travel to meet Eye Contact with the customers that
them on their turf. Two things inevi- matter!
tably happen. First of all, you get a
sense of the size of their business
and the breadth of needs they have
for vehicles that meet their productivity needs. Second, they get a sense
that you actually care about the sucJoe Hughes
cess of their business as you develjoehughes@fordpros.com
op a relationship as a partner in their
success. Meet your customers and
prospects on their turf: it pays huge
dividends.
One of the reasons we get together
at Truck Clubs (and BPN Meetings)
and travel to trade shows, such as
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2016
Trends
and
THE WORK TRUCK SHOW
W

elcome to the winter
issue of FordPros.
We have two goals this issue: the first is to encourage
you to attend the upcoming
NTEA Work Truck Show
in Indianapolis, especially
spending time in the equipment exhibition portion of
the show. You will learn
what new products are out
there, and have the opportunity to talk with your peers
and suppliers. As a result,
we know that you will have
a more successful year selling these products to your
truck buyers.
Our second goal is to share
with you the trends that in
2016 are likely to affect your
sales, what your customers
expect, and how technology

The Work Truck Show is North America’s largest work truck event, covering 500,000
square feet of vocational trucks and equipment, from more than 500 exhibitors.

will affect it all. In addition to
articles, you will note pictograms that offer significant
research conducted by and
presented by Ford.
Let Joe Hughes know if
you will be in Indianapolis

and join him for breakfast
on us!!! (Drop him a line at
joehughes@fordpros.com)
The Work Truck Show
2016 conversation has begun on all of these channels.

Join in with the event’s official hashtag, #worktrucks16,
and the official Green Truck
Summit hashtag, #greentrucks16.

Kargo Master offers a wide selection of truck & van racks
& equipment perfectly suited for any Ford owner.

TRUCK RACKS

VA N R AC K S
FOR THE

VA N E Q U I PM E N T

TRANSIT CONNECT
ALUMINUM SHELVES
SHELF DIVIDERS
SHELF DOOR KITS
PARTITIONS

FEATHER-LITE, DURABLE & STRONG
40% THE WEIGHT OF STEEL

(800) 343-7486
11253 Trade Center Dr., Suite G
Rancho Cordova, CA 95742
INFO@KARGOMASTER.COM
WWW.KARGOMASTER.COM
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HIGHBEAMS
In The

FORD BUILDS UP
PRODUCTION

F

ord’s Ohio Assembly Plant will
support additional production of
the all-new 2017 Ford F-Series Super
Duty chassis cab. In addition to the
Super Duty chassis cab, Ohio Assembly produces the new Ford F-650 and
F-750, Ford E-Series cutaway vans
and stripped chassis. Together with
Kentucky Truck Plant, Ohio Assembly
will produce F-350, F-450 and F-550
Super Duty chassis cab configurations.
The all-new, high-strength steel frame
on the 2017 F-Series Super Duty is engineered with an open-C-channel design behind the cab to enable easy aftermarket body upfit and modification,

OMAHA STANDARD
PALFINGER MAKES
ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE

O

maha Standard PALFINGER
(OSP) has announced that, effective January 1, 2016, Mark Whaley
will step down as the company’s president. Mr. Whaley will continue his involvement with PALFINGER under
the PALFINGER North America Group
(PNAG) moving forward.
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is made of more than 95 percent highstrength steel and fully boxed from the
front to the back of the cab. The open
C-channel extends all the way behind
the cab to accommodate vocational
needs and aftermarket body builders.
Fleet operators and commercial upfitters will find it easier to connect electrical equipment to the truck. An all-new
smart Controller Area Network (CAN)
interface allows upfitters to more easily
integrate upgrades to meet their customers’ needs, with six auxiliary upfitter
switches available to operate a variety
of powered options, such as lights,
compressors or other power equipment.
Three Super Duty chassis cab engine
choices give customers the power of

choice, including a 6.2-liter gasoline
V8, 6.8-liter gasoline V10, or 6.7-liter
Power Stroke turbo diesel V8.
Ford is also creating 2,000 new jobs
and investing $1.3 billion in its Kentucky Truck Plant (KTP) to support
the launch of the all-new 2017 Ford
F-Series Super Duty truck. Ford’s investment is for an all-new body shop,
facility upgrades, and retooling to build
the new aluminum-bodied Super Duty
truck at KTP.
KTP produces F-250, F-350, F-450
and F-550 Super Duty pickups and
chassis cabs, as well as Ford Expedition and Lincoln Navigator SUVs. The
plant has produced more than 5 million
Ford F-Series Super Duty trucks since
it was introduced in 1999.

Mark Woody, Managing Director of
the PALFINGER North America Group,
reflects, “We are pleased that Mark’s
personal goals can now be achieved
and that he will remain with PALFINGER. Under Mark’s leadership, major accomplishments were achieved
at OSP that resulted in strong sales
growth, including the development of
an entire line of service cranes and
mechanics truck bodies and the integration of several PALFINGER liftgates

into our Council Bluffs, IA facility.”
In a related move, Jason Holt will report directly to Mark Woody. Holt, who
holds the position of VP - Operations,
has made tremendous contributions to
the operational objectives at OSP since
his installment in 2013. He comments,
“I am very excited to be a part of this
next phase of OSP’s transformation
and supporting our customers with high
quality products.”

In The
TRIPLE FUEL CAPACITY
WITH A 100 IN-BED GALLON
AUXILIARY FUEL
TANK SYSTEM

T

ransfer Flow’s 100 gallon “Hauler” in-bed auxiliary fuel tank system offers maximum fuel capacity at
an affordable price. It’s available for
2000 – 2016 full-size Dodge Ram,
Ford and GM diesel pickups with
eight foot beds. The fuel tank is constructed of aluminum diamond plate
and mill finish aluminum, and is fully baffled for added strength and to
minimize fuel sloshing.
The 100-gallon auxiliary fuel tank
operates with Transfer Flow’s Trax
3™ Fuel Monitoring System. TRAX
3™ is a computer controlled, selfdiagnosing auxiliary fuel system that
automatically transfers fuel from the
auxiliary fuel tank to the pickup’s
main tank at pre-determined fuel levels while the vehicle is in operation.
It comes with a dash-mounted LCD
display that shows the fuel level percentages of the stock and auxiliary
tanks as well as the operational status of the fuel system.
The patent pending design has a recessed cover box where the fuel tank
sending unit, rollover valve and fuel
filter comes preassembled. Mounting
hardware is included with the kit as
well. Transfer Flow in-bed auxiliary
tanks are available in 37, 50, 75, 98
and 100 gallons
For more information on Transfer
Flow’s 100 gallon “Hauler” fuel tank
system, call (530) 893-5209 or 800442-0056.

HIGHBEAMS

NATIONAL FLEET PRODUCTS
& CASECO TEAM UP
FONTAINE MODIFICATION
WILL PROCESS F-650/F-750
TRUCKS BUILT AT FORD
OHIO ASSEMBLY PLANT

F

ontaine Modification Vocational
Services has opened a modification center in Avon Lake, Ohio,
to provide modifications for Ford’s
2016 F-650 and F-750 medium-duty
trucks, including an exclusive tractor package for beverage fleets, the
truck announced in January.
The center is located in close proximity to the Ohio Assembly Plant
where Ford began building the redesigned trucks after shifting production
from Mexico.
“Fontaine has put significant effort
into developing modifications specifically for the all-new F-650/F-750
platform, including an exclusive tractor package for beverage fleets that
we developed in conjunction with our
sister company Fontaine Fifth Wheel
and Ford Motor Company,” says
Steve Boyer, president of Fontaine
Vocational Services. “Our new Avon
Lake location will enable us to complete these modifications efficiently,
taking advantage of our ship-through
agreement with Ford to provide customers with their vehicles quickly and
efficiently.”
Fontaine will also use the modification center to install all-wheel drive
systems, make wheelbase changes
and perform CNG tank upfits on the
F-650/F-750 trucks. Fontaine has established a ship-through agreement
with Ford that eliminates additional
shipping costs to fleet customers.
Fontaine operates other modification centers in Charlotte, N.C.; Dublin, Va.; Garland, Texas; Springfield,
Ohio; and Williamstown, W. Va.

N

ational Fleet Products, a global
leader in sourcing innovative
work van accessories, is excited to
announce its new ship-thru option
for the Ford Transit work van. Installation will be completed in Kansas
City, MO by CASECO Truck Body, a
Ford QVM certified vehicle upfitter.
The ship-thru option offers a costeffective, timely, high quality, turnkey installation option for everyone
from owner-operators to large fleets.
Vehicles are transferred from the
Ford plant to CTB for installation.
When installation is complete, the
vehicle is shipped by rail or truck to
the local dealership. The vehicle arrives ready to go to work.
National Fleet Products has two
primary product lines that will be
available for ship-thru: Gentili G2000
ladder racks and WM Systems loading ramps.
Gentili’s revolutionary G2000 Harrier rear drop ladder rack easily and
safely lowers the ladder within inches of the ground increasing ease of
use while decreasing opportunity for
injury.
WM Systems loading ramps are
precision-engineered with capacities of 880 - 3,300 lbs. Available features include 180° swing in or out of
the vehicle for quick access to the
cargo area and hydraulic or spring
assist for easy deployment and storage of the ramp.
For additional information, please
visit www.nationalfleetproducts.com
or call 763-762-3451.
For pricing and availability please
contact CASECO Truck Body at
800-291-6445.
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ALT FUEL
First Gaseous-Prep 2016
F-150 Rolls Off Assembly Line

Gaseous-Prep F-150 CleanFuel Injection
IMPCO Receives EPA Bi-Fuel Certification
Westport’s Propane
Autogas F-150 to Use
CleanFuel Injection

Westport also has pending certifications for the F-150 dedicated CNG
(CARB); F-150 dedicated LPG (EPA
Ford has built the first aluminumand CARB); Transit Van/Wagon 3.7L
body F-150 with a factory gaseousCleanFuel USA will provide its Liq- dedicated CNG (EPA and CARB); and
prep package at its Kansas City As- uid Propane Injection technology for the E-450 dedicated CNG (CARB).
sembly Plant. This package allows Westport Innovations’ propane autofleets to run the truck on compressed gas-powered 2016 Ford F-150 pickup
natural gas or propane autogas, Ford for the fleet market.
announced in December. The packWestport is modifying F-150’s 5.0L
age wasn’t originally offered on the V-8 equipped with a factory gaseous
redesigned 2015-MY F-150.
prep package to run as a dedicated
The 2016 F-150 is powered by a 5.0L propane autogas truck. Ford added
Ti-VCT V-8 engine that can be paired the package for the 2016 model year.
with a factory-installed, gaseous-fuel Westport will also offer its WiNG Powprep package that includes hardened er System.
valves, valve seats, pistons, and pisFleets can purchase the 2016 F-150
ton rings so it can operate on natural with a propane autogas fuel packgas, propane autogas, or gasoline age offering three tank sizes, includthrough separate fuel systems.
ing a standard 23-gallon underbody
IMPCO Automotive Receives
When equipped with a bi-fuel CNG or tank, extended 39-gallon underbody
EPA Certification for Bi-Fuel
bi-fuel propane autogas engine pack- tank, or in-bed 60-gallon tank. The
Ford F150 5.0-Liter Engine
age, the 5.0L V-8 F-150 is capable fuel pump has a life expectancy of
of traveling more than 750 miles on 150,000 miles. There are no additional IMPCO Automotive, a division of IMcombined tanks of gasoline and CNG, scanning tools required for diagnostic PCO Technologies, Inc. and a subdepending on the tank size. The Ford service and it features simplified main- sidiary of Fuel Systems Solutions,
F-150 with 5.0L V-8 has an EPA-esti- tenance with a replaceable inline filter. Inc., has received certification from
mated rating of 22 mpg on the highWestport Innovations Inc, also an- the Environmental Protection Agency
way and 18 mpg combined.
nounced in January it has received (EPA) for its 2016 Ford F150 (half ton)
CNG/LPG engine prep from the certification from the Environmental Pick-Up truck. The truck features the
factory costs $315 before the cus- Protection Agency (EPA) for the dedi- 5.0-Liter TI-VCT V8 engine.
tomer chooses a Ford Qualified Ve- cated compressed natural gas (CNG) IMPCO Automotive’ s 5.0L Bi-Fuel
hicle Modifier to supply fuel tanks, fuel and bi-fuel CNG Westport WiNG™ compressed natural gas (CNG) F150
lines, and unique fuel injectors. Upfits Power System models of the Ford conversion can be purchased through
run approximately $6,000 to $9,500, 5.0L F-150 trucks for Model Year (MY) any Ford Commercial Dealership with
depending on fuel tank capacity.
2016.
a ship-thru option for IMPCO’s Indiana
With production of the 2016 F-150
The F-150 is available with a 2016 Conversion Center. This product exnow under way, Ford now offers eight MY 5.0L V8 package and a 17 gaso- pands IMPCO Automotive’ s working
factory-available vehicles with a gas- line gallon equivalent (GGE) or 23 class pick-up truck offering to include
eous-fuel prep option. In addition to GGE tank. The CNG model features Dedicated & Bi-Fuel CNG F250/F350,
F-150 with 5.0-liter Ti-VCT V8, these two in-bed tank package options on Bi-Fuel CNG F150 and Dedicated
include the following:
both the dedicated and bi-fuel vehi- CNG Ford F650/F750.
– F-250 and F-350 Super Duty pickup cles, with underbody option on dedi“We are pleased to extend our prodwith 6.2-liter V8
cated for greater flexibility, and the uct offering into the half ton market
– F-350 to F-550 Super Duty chassis LPG has underbody tank packages to with Ford. The F150 addition to our
cab with 6.2-liter V8 or 6.8-liter V10
preserve bed space.
already broad range (Class 1 through
– F-650 and F-750 chassis cab with
Westport had already received EPA 7) of “Working Class” vehicles allow
6.8-liter V10
– F-53 and F-59 stripped chassis with and California Air Resources Board IMPCO to offer an alternative fuel so(CARB) certification on a number of lution that can fulfil most any need in
6.8-liter V10
– Transit Connect van and wagon with other MY 2016 vehicles, including the the Alternative Fuel Pick-up truck marF-250/350 6.2L in both bi-fuel (EPA) ket,” Jeff Hall, Director of Sales, IM2.5-liter I-4
– Transit van, wagon, cutaway and and dedicated (EPA and CARB); the PCO Automotive said.
chassis cab with 3.7-liter Ti-VCT V6
F-450/550 6.8L in dedicated CNG
For a complete line up of
– E-Series cutaway and stripped chas- (EPA); and the E-450 6.8L in dedicatIMPCO’s product offering, visit
sis with 6.8-liter V10
ed CNG (EPA).
www.impcoautomotive.com
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New Ford As Loaner
The Ford Courtesy Transportation Program (FCTP) is an affordable new way for you to provide
service customers with a replacement vehicle. Customers get the
convenience and experience of
driving the latest Ford vehicles
while their vehicle is being serviced.
Available Credit Lines
Ford Credit offers FCTP credit
lines for financing dealers’ service
loaner inventory. All Ford dealers
with existing Ford Credit floorplan
credit lines are eligible to establish
FCTP credit lines, subject to credit
approval. You are encouraged to
contact your Ford Credit Business
Development Manager (BDM) or

Commercial Business Development Manager (CBDM) to review
the needs of your dealership.
Boost Customer
Satisfaction
External studies confirm an increase in customer satisfaction
when loaner vehicles of the same
brand are available at the dealership.
FCTP takes it once step further,
with the newest vehicles from
Ford’s lineup as loaners. Think of
it as an early test drive for service
customers.
Increase Sales
The FCTP program creates an
opportunity for incremental sales,
since customers experience new

Ford vehicles and their features.
One dealer reported a customer
liked his FCTP vehicle so much
that he purchased it when it was
time to turn it in!
One Ford
The launch of FCTP displays the
integration of Ford and Ford Credit, working together to deliver for
our dealers.
See Ford Credit Dealer Bulletin
30728 for more details.
By Cheryl Pettitt
Commercial Marketing
Product Manager
Ford Motor Credit Company
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COACH KEN

Some of our commercial sales guys

“AMERICA’S CORPORATE have walked out to the lot and done
& PERSONAL COACH”
a “personalized walk-around” just for

TRENDS: TAKING OUT
MY CRYSTAL BALL

W

e are moving into 2016 very
quickly but it is still hard to keep
up with the trends in commercial and
fleet automotive. I wanted to take
the time to pull out my “crystal ball”
and make some predictions for 2016.
There is no science behind this, just 15
years of helping dealerships and looking at what worked in 2015. Let’s look
into your future!
Social media: More than ever, it will
impact how we do business. Social
media started out as a “community
thing” and a way to stay in touch with
friends and family. When Facebook
went public, that all changed. Every major corporation has acquired a
heavy presence on social media. One
of the pushbacks we get from dealerships is “we already have a retail site.”
My response is “do you want to dilute
your commercial and fleet brand by
mixing it with a totally different market?” You need a separate commercial
and fleet Fanpage that you add posts
at least every three to four days. What
do you post? Simply go to Classic
Chevrolet in Grapevine, Texas (Ken
Thompson Group) or McGrath Auto
Group in Cedar Rapids, Iowa to get an
idea of what to post. I recommend the
following:
• Photos and videos of any events you
sponsor or attend.
• A photo and testimonial every time
you sell a truck or van. Have the
business owner standing next to the
vehicle and be sure you are in the
picture.
• Video testimonials are huge! If a
customer has a great experience use
your smartphone to video (we also
use a remote mic). When you send
out a quote to a new prospect, send
your video testimonial via a YouTube
share notice copy and paste. Imagine the impact!
• Let your customers and prospects do
an infomercial. At McGrath, we did a
smartphone video of a pool and spa
company and posted the commercial
on the Facebook Fan Page.
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Video and social media has become
a powerful tool. Look into your 2016
crystal ball and tune in to the following:
Commercial & Fleet YouTube Channel: All that video content you posted
on your Commercial and Fleet Facebook Fan Page? Host it on YouTube!
With very little effort you can “multipurpose” your video content. In addition to testimonials we recommend
posting the following:
• Video walkarounds
• Events, such as trade shows
• The manufacturers videos
• And fun stuff!
It is simple once your channel is up
and running to attach the URL address
to your email and send a walk-around
video of a truck in which the prospect
has an interest.
Here is a great idea we have done
in several dealerships once the sales
team and management understands
its value: A prospect calls in to ask
about a truck on your website. You
agree to send additional information.

that prospect where they are using his
or her name. It starts something like
this: “Joe, you just called me about
this truck and I wanted to show you in
video all the things we talked about.”
That is what I call the “WOW! Factor”!
I think the best new social media tool
that will be perfect for commercial and
fleet sales is “Periscope.” Recently
bought by Twitter, Periscope is live video, uncut and uncensored, broadcast
around the world! We plan on using it
for events that our dealerships sponsor. Our first live broadcast will be in
2016 for Nimnicht Chevrolet in Jacksonville, Florida. They are one of the
sponsors for the Greater Jacksonville
Kingfish Tournament and we will be
broadcasting the weigh-ins live over
the Internet! Mike Dungey is one of
the best commercial managers I know
along with Lauren Dozier Nimnichts
outstanding marketing guru, will be
using this marketing tool to reach hundreds of fans. We will be sending out
emails to all of the commercial clients
to download Periscope on the Nimnicht
website and newsletter. Our goal is to
have hundreds of people watching the
event courtesy of Nimnicht Chevrolet.
Thanks Mike! Periscope can be used
at the following:
• Dealership events, expand reach
• Sponsorship of charity events
• Introducing new vehicles
• Announcing future events
• News updates
There are many other forms of social
media you can take advantage of from
Twitter to Instagram. All have their
place but if you start with the above
you can begin some very effective
marketing at no cost.
Making commercial websites easy to
use for 2016 is critical to long term success. On average, it takes six to eight
clicks of the mouse to find an upfitted
truck. Shortening this cycle and being
able to do outbound targeted marketing from your computer will be a key
to gaining new customers and keeping
existing customers coming back. Most
mega dealers like Randy Marion, Ken
Thompson, and others do business
coast-to-coast. What will be your marketing strategy for 2016? See the next
page for a few ideas.

COACH KEN
• Work Truck Solutions - What if a perienced, read this book. I take it out
business owner could go to your retail once a year and re-read it. Go to www.
website and in two clicks, find a flatbed worktrucksuccess.com or email Terry or
truck? Welcome to Work Truck Solu- Ryan (tminion@commercialtrucksuctions. You can also do very targeted cess.com or rstone@commercialtrucksuccess.com) You won’t be sorry.
outbound marketing.
• Having a commercial and fleet newsGo to www.worktrucksolutions.com,
letter is critical to staying in touch with
you’ll be glad you did!
• Commercial Truck Trader - This has customers, and more important – staybeen one of my favorites for a long time. ing on top of their mind for increased
I go into so many dealerships who used referrals. We provide this service, so
it at one time and then dropped the ser- call us today and we will send you
vice. In 90% of those cases, the issue samples. Rod Sadler of Lehmer’s Buick
was not Commercial Truck Trader, it GMC gave us a great testimonial. He
was the sales team not effectively us- said every time the newsletter goes out,
ing this powerful tool. Contact them at his phone rings for quotes! Contact us
at ken@coachkentaylor.com or call us
www.commercialtrucktrader.com
• Looking for a total web solution? All at 904-535-9996. We track open rates,
the social media, a great website, and opt outs, and forwards. I write all the aroutbound marketing? All from guys ticles (unknown to the targets) and you
who know the commercial and fleet get all the credit. It works. A new prodbusiness? The only way to go and the uct we have just introduced is our “Moonly company I recommend for this is tivational Moments”, a simple weekly
Work Truck Success. Terry Minion and message/motivational story the keeps
Ryan Stone are very experienced in you on the top of their mind every week.
our business and know how to get re- This has been a winner and is one low
sults. I just ordered the latest edition of flat fee.
So, what won’t change for 2016? ReTerry’s book, “Commercial Truck Success.” We gave away a copy to each lationships! I had a long conversation
of our participants at our January Boot with one of the best young talents in
1-2pg Ford
ad January2016_final_layout
1/18/16
11:57
AM Page
1 Janssen of the Mcour
business,
Tyler
Camp.
I don’t
care if you are new or ex-

Grath Family of Dealerships, and Tyler
reminded me about how much fun we
had making sales calls together with
the commercial sales team of Tyler, Jeff
Melcher, and Steve Ochs. These guys
have followed our relationship building sales approach to perfection. Tyler
brought up one prospect in particular
that was a referral (yes, they use our
vendor referral system!). It took numerous phone calls and the president
actually missed the first appointment
with Jeff Melcher. I called the president
and we talked about his daughter’s
softball team as well as business and
we scheduled another appointment…
he missed that one also but Jeff was
masterful in his follow up! The president
profusely apologized to Jeff and ended
up buying a truck and most likely two
more either in December or the first
quarter!
My crystal ball is telling me 2016 is going to be a great year, provided we turn
our prospects into our clients and our
clients into friends…what a great business!
For more information about Ken Taylor &
Associates’ Commercial Automotive
Consulting program call 1-866-446-2966,
or go to www.coachkentaylor.com.

THE PROFESSIONAL’S

Smart
Choice
UNICELL
AEROCELL TRANSIT

• Fuel Efficient and Attractive Aerodynamic Designs
• Extremely Durable One Piece Fiberglass Construction
• Smooth Seamless Glossy Exterior “No Leaks!”
• Industry Leading Warranty

NOW AVAILABLE
The New Aerocell Transit

1.800.628.8914
www.unicell.com
sales@unicell.com

Dry Freight

Classicube

Aerocell

Aerocell CW

Body & Equipment
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TRENDS: FROM THE TOP

CONSUMERS OPTIMISTIC IN FORD TRENDS REPORT

F

ord released its annual trends
report in December. The report
looks at microeconomic factors that
are expected to influence consumers
and brands for 2016 and beyond. The
report looks at about 10 major trends
that affects customers’ lives. They’re
not all automotive-related, but they
can help the automaker in every aspect of its business.
The report gives insight into what
kind of customer experience is wanted
at dealerships and service centers. It
examines changing views on health,
consumption, transportation and work,
and how they relate to automotive and
other industries.
Sheryl Connelly, Ford global trend
and futuring manager, said, “In our
four years of researching and compiling consumer trends, never have we
seen optimism, resilience and selfreliance figure so prominently. It gives
us hope for what the future holds, and
we see that same creativity and enterprising spirit driving innovation in every
part of our business at Ford.”

“These insights help us to create
products and services that not only
exceed today’s expectations, they provide innovative ways of looking at how

to tackle challenging situations of tomorrow,” Connelly said.
Go to www.fordtrends.com
for more of this year’s trends.

PALFINGER PERSONNEL BASKET
AND SERVICE CRANES
SAFETY AND COMFORT
AT THE HIGHEST LEVEL

LIFETIME EXCELLENCE

+

+

+

+

+

QUICK CONNECT

STORAGE BOXES

This patent-pending,
triple lock mechanism
mounted to the crane
boom allows quick
lock and unlocking of
the personnel basket
to the service crane.

The personnel basket
is designed to collapse
into a patent-pending,
compact storage box
which can be mounted anywhere on the
work truck body.

WWW.PALFINGER.COM
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TRENDS: MASTERING KARGO

VALUE FUELS GROWTH IN NEW CARGO VAN EQUIPMENT

K

argo Master has been an industryrecognized leading producer of
truck racks, van racks and van equipment for over 40 years. The company’s
expertise in engineering and manufacturing has propelled them to be a major force in truck and van upfitting.
In additional to their traditional steel
products and aluminum products for
most trucks and cargo vans, Kargo
Master is now producing featherweight aluminum products for the popular compact vans, including the Ford
Transit Connect. These new products
which include shelves, shelf dividers,
shelf door kits, partitions and plastic
bin modules, are designed for many
everyday trades, such as plumbing,
HVAC, electrical contractors and other
service businesses.
The benefit of aluminum shelving,
particularly for the mini-cargo van
Transit Connect, is the lower weight of
the product, which is 60% of a similar

steel product, and only for a nominal
additional upfront cost. The result is
less fuel consumption, as well as wear
and tear on the vehicle, without sacrificing durability and strength.
The aluminum cargo van interiors
are great products for those who wish
to maximize the financial and convenience benefit from the use of compact
vans.

As the company’s product popularity
has taken hold, Kargo Master enjoyed
a meteoric sales growth in 2015. Rich
Sprague, Marketing Services Manager, explains this remarkable growth. “At
Kargo Master, we offer America’s best
value proposition products. We are
making products that are better, less
expensive, easier to install and have
more functionality than our competitors. Anybody can claim that, but our
ongoing sales growth proves we actually do it.” Rich said. “The company is
poised for continued rapid growth.”
Aside from the new aluminum products, Kargo Master offers a complete
line of commercial truck and van shelving packages, racks, equipment and
accessories. The company maintains
its headquarters and 85,000 square
foot manufacturing and warehouse facilities in Rancho Cordova, CA.
A separate division, Kargo Master
Safari (www.kmsafari.com), has developed top of the line racks, cages,
basket and accessories for adventurers in the Jeep marketplace.
Kargo Master products are sold nationwide through distributors, dealers,
and local and regional upfitters.
For more information, including dealers and upfitters near you, visit their
website at www.kargomaster.com
or phone (800) 343-7486.
For wholesale sales, email David
Schnur at david@kargomaster.com.
For marketing information,
email Rich Sprague at
rich@kargomastercompanies.com.
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Trends in the Trades
E T
to the

2016 –The trend continues – From

the E250/E350 to the T2500/T3500
What is it going to take to get your
“Die-Hard and refuse to change” E
Series customers to make the giant
switch to the T Series Transit? Many
of your customers made the change
in 2015, as witnessed by the excellent
growth in Transit sales. Yet there are
many out there resisting this change.
Successful Ford dealers have utilized
the following concepts to assist commercial operators justify and transition
from the E to the T.
The keys to your success in converting all of those E series to T series lies
in the implementation of the following
concepts.
Product Knowledge of the T
series - Are you knowledgeable
and comfortable with all of the commercial customer value propositions
provided by the Transit? The better
you know the product, the better you
can create the needed solution for
your customer.
Work Ethics – Are your work ethics
of the same high standards as your
customer’s? Once you build the long
term relationship required to be their
commercial vehicle provider, you will
fully understand the quality of ethics
required to be successful.
Communication Skills – Are you
an effective communicator – both
written and verbal? Today’s customers appreciate and will tend to do
business with excellent communicators. Customer communication includes the terms and industry knowledge that proves to the customer
that you know what is involved in
their business. If you do not understand how these items are used in
their trades, how can you understand your commercial customers’
needs?
• Intensity Levels –
Once you
develop the intensity level required,
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By Taylor Steinberg
Corporate Sales Trainer, Knapheide

your customers will begin to realize
that you are on their level and will
find it easier to do business with you.
Why aren’t you meeting your customers when both of you are ready
to start the day. When I called on
two of my most productive customers, we met at 6:00 AM for breakfast
and had all of our business completed before 7:00 AM. Nobody ever
said that providing solutions for your
commercial customers was going to
be easy.
Continued Efficiency
Improvements – Are you examining and explaining with confidence
the efficiency improvements the
Transit is bringing to the market?
When you understand your customers’ trades you will begin to
implement value adding efficiency
improvements. How do I do this?
It is very simple: Put on your work
clothes and walk a mile in their
shoes. Ride with your HVAC technician and assist when they get the
call “our house is freezing” from an
irate customer.
Adapt to your environment –
Are you adapting and understanding
the environment in which you work?
Do you get to the office at 9:00 AM
only to find you must attend a two
hour sales meeting on over-aged
used cars?
The most successful commercial
dealer sales person that I worked with
in my 48-plus years had a very strict
schedule of going to the dealership.
He was required to be there only one
day per month. The balance of the
month he was to be in front of commercial customers creating solutions. Tell
this to your retail sales manager and
record the look and the answer. Maybe
you are in the wrong environment.
Now that we have the basics, the
product knowledge and work ethics
understood we can now review the following value considerations/selection
criteria to assist your E-Series customer in the transition to the T- Series.

We describe the following as the selection criteria the customer will utilize
to make the Transit purchase decision.
Investment – Successful commercial customers consider their work
vehicle an investment on which to
build their business. The Transit is
considered a tool for the trade and
must perform for the long haul to
provide dependable service.
Efficiency - Does the vehicle contribute or take away from the goals
and objectives of the commercial
user? This will involve everything
from long term trouble free service,
extended service intervals and a
lower cost per mile of operation.
Storage – Do I have what I need
when I arrive at the job site? The
Transit equipped with the correct
storage system utilized in the respective customer trades will assist
in providing the desired level of service call efficiency.
Payload – Will it haul the needed
inventory required to efficiently complete the scheduled service calls?
Payload is a factor of utilizing the
most weight efficient storage system with optimum organization.
Organization – Can I find my
parts, control my inventory and easily access the tools required for an
efficient service call? The resulting
lack of inventory control will result in
excess weight and expense. When
organization is not in control, the inventory is out of control. If I overstock
numerous items that I can’t find, I
overload the van creating increased
fuel consumption, shortened brake
and tire life resulting in an increased
cost per mile of operation.
Bottom Line – Successful commercial dealer sales persons will fully understand all of selection criteria
required by the owner/operator and
will incorporate Efficiency, Storage,
Payload and Organization into their
presentation to create the most efficient solution in the transition from
an E to the T.

Trends in the Trade
E-Series van interiors have been
historically notorious for chaos,
piles of stuff and an over-supply
of inventory due to the lack of
organization. The following images
are very typical for many of the E
Series vans in service today.
The Transit’s huge configuration
possibilities can find a solution to
any commercial trade.
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THE WORK TRUCK SHOW PREVIEW
NATIONAL FLEET PRODUCTS
Exhibit Hall – 317
Products displayed:
Ladder rack, loading ramp, fenders,
toolboxes, storage bins, and interior
shelving
National Fleet Products will be offering in-booth demonstrations of our
complete line of van and work truck
solutions to enhance efficiency in
the work zone. Now is the opportunity to meet firsthand the representatives from WM Systems, Gentilli and
Jonesco.
New Products Introduced
Gentilli G2000 Ladder Rack system
is unique design, offloading from the
rear of the vehicle rather than to the
side. Its all-aluminum design is assisted by a precision engineered hydraulic system consisting of a counter balance mechanism and shock
absorber to bring the ladder down
1-2” from the ground; no matter how
high the van roof. The G2000 can
be retro fit to any roof rack and van,
box truck and work truck out on the
market. Please visit our website or
YouTube page to see our products
in action!
National Fleet Products
763-762-3451 or visit our website
www.nationalfleetproducts.com
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PALFINGER
NORTH AMERICA GROUP
Exhibit Hall – 3559
New Product Spotlight
PALFINGER Liftgates
Route Pro (PLR)
The new PLR, with single & dual cylinders, steel or aluminum platforms
up to 60” and capacities up to 3300
lbs., maximizes large platforms on
low floor applications.
Visit the PALFINGER booth to see
our latest work truck solutions, including the new PALFINGER Liftgates Route Pro (PLR)! Developed

with valued market feedback in mind,
the PLR maximizes large platforms
on low floor applications and features single & dual cylinders, steel
or aluminum platforms up to 60” and
capacities up to 3300 lbs. During the
show, learn more about the available
walk-ramp options and see a range
of other innovative liftgates installed
on a Hino truck.
PALFINGER will also display P 200
A – the shortest aerial work platform
in its class with a compact design
for use in city centers – and an insulated aerial lift with an articulatingtelescopic combination, ETC 37 IH,
installed on a Ford F550. A service
truck solution from Omaha Standard
Palfinger, equipped with a PAL Pro
Mechanics Truck, PALFINGER Service Crane and Personnel Basket,
will also be installed on a Ford F550.
Visit booth 3559
for more information
and to see PALFINGER
work truck solutions firsthand!

THE WORK TRUCK SHOW PREVIEW

Transfer Flow Inc.
Exhibit Hall – 1801
Products Displayed
In–bed auxiliary fuel tanks, toolbox
and fuel tank combos, larger replacement fuels tanks, retrofit fillneck kits.
Products Displayed Information
Increase your work truck’s fuel capacity and driving range with a larger
replacement or in-bed auxiliary fuel
tank or refueling tank
New Products Introduced
70 gallon Toolbox and Fuel Tank
Combo
Transfer Flow New 70-Gallon Fuel
Tank and Toolbox Combo Has an
Adjustable Storage Box For a Custom Fit
Transfer Flow has introduced a
70-gallon fuel tank and toolbox combo for full-size Ford diesel pickups.
Designed to sit on the bedrails, this
unit has an adjustable toolbox for a
custom fit. Transfer Flow has engineered this fuel tank to provide maximum storage capacity with this size
fuel tank: 5 cubic feet to 8 1/2 cubic
feet, depending on truck bed depth.
The 70-gallon auxiliary tank operates with Transfer Flow’s TRAX 3™
operating system, which transfers
fuel automatically to the OEM fuel
tank at predetermined levels. With
the optional Refueling Tank Upgrade
Kit, your 70-gallon auxiliary fuel tank
can transform into a refueling tank
as well!
The toolbox tank is made from
14-gauge aluminized steel for superior strength and rust resistance. An
aluminum diamond plate lid comes
standard. The fuel tank has internal
baffles on all four sides to reduce
fuel slosh, and is powder coated
black for a durable finish. The fuel
fillneck is located inside the locking
storage compartment, keeping your
fuel safe and secure!

CASECO’s Contractor Body
Exhibit Hall – 4783
New Product Spotlight
Not a flatbed with boxes, but better …
better overall design, more functional,
significantly increased storage capacity, improved security, and looks

Vanair Manufacturing Inc.
Exhibit Hall - 3465
New Product Spotlight
FST 3000+ Air™
3000 amps of charging capabilities,
FST 3000+ Air™ engine starting and
charging product features the exclusive Vanair Super Capacitor, 240amp alternator, a 24 CFM/175 PSI
reciprocating air compressor.
Products Displayed
FST3000+Air (Newest Product Release)

better. Available in configurations for
most chassis models.
Products Displayed
4 CASECO crane bodies – Two 12k
crane bodies, One 7.5k crane body
and One 3.2k crane body.
1 Transit Van with Interior Shelving Upfit.
POWERFLEX AEH & HPU
RC 40 - Reciprocating Air Compressor
RS 85 - Rotary Screw Air Compressor
PRO 18 - Reciprocating Air Compressor
ETL – Electronic Tool Lift
ANA 150, 250, 300H, I300
Viper Diesel
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THE WORK TRUCK SHOW PREVIEW

Work Truck Solutions
Exhibit Hall – 5949
Products Displayed
Online Commercial Inventory Service
Product Displayed Information
Work Truck Solutions provides all
the resources you need to sell more
commercial vehicles, save time and
stock smarter. Work Truck Solutions
adds a ‘Work Trucks’ tab to your
current dealership websites, which
links to a professional display of your
commercial inventory. We provide
the most accurate body and chassis
information available and give your
customers 2-click access to your
commercial inventory. A membership
will give you a simple way to prospect and to create detailed quotes for
interested truck buyers. We will provide you with a responsive website
that gives a great buying experience
to your customers whether they’re
on a computer, phone, or tablet, plus
you will receive a monthly analytics
report detailing the activities on your
website.
Work Truck Solutions is supported
by Ford BPN and is approved for
50% co-op Auto Claim. We partner
with commercial body and accessories manufacturers, distributors, and
bailment pools to provide product
information to dealers and customers. Work Truck Solutions works with
Fleet Management Companies such
as Donlen and ARI, to help them
make purchases of urgently needed
trucks and vans from inventory on
dealer partners’ lots. We collaborate with industry providers of CRM,
DMS, inventory services and photos
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feeds to integrate, automate and report fully on the commercial side of
the business.
Only $495 per month, with 50% coop pre-approved by Ford Business
Preferred Network
New Products Introduced
Communicator Email Marketing Solution
New Products Information
Build a connection with your commercial truck buyers through a
monthly marketing email. Grow dealership loyalty with your customers
while promoting your commercial
inventory website. Work Truck Solutions will send out a monthly marketing email with custom messaging,
dealership branding and photos of
the trucks you want to sell with links
back to your commercial inventory
website. The marketing emails are
opened by an average of 30% of the
recipients and 5% click links to the
dealers’ commercial website. This
will help you sell more commercial
vehicles, improve day’s on-lot, reduce flooring, increase traffic to your
inventory website and obtain more
truck buyer notifications.
“Commercial sales for me and the
dealership have increased 200+%”
- Gus Schagen,
Sarasota Ford

Reading Truck Body
Exhibit Hall – 3259
Products Displayed
Isuzu with Reading Tool-Pro with
Rear Roll-up Doors, Ford Transit with Reading CSV with Roll-up
Doors, Reading Classic II with brand
new Redi-Gate feature, Reading Redi-Dek Contractor Body with Material
Rack, Reading Platform Body with
landscaper side racks
New Products Introduced
All-New Reading Redi-Gate, custom
lawn care service truck body
New Products Information
The Reading Redi-Gate feature is
available on Classic II service bodies, and offers unique additional concealed storage space in the tailgate.
More space, without forfeiting functionality. This is a whole new concept
in concealed storage for the work
truck industry.
Stop by our booth at NTEA to see it
in person and get more details.

THE WORK TRUCK SHOW PREVIEW

Adrian Steel Co.
Exhibit Hall – 1605
Products Displayed
Low Roof Transit 130” wheelbase and
a Transit Connect long wheelbase
Adrian Steel’s goal is to optimize
the safety and efficiency of the customer’s commercial vehicle by understanding the role of the vehicle in
the customers’ business. Adrian Steel
provides solutions for a range of vehicles from crossovers to cargo vans.
Adrian Steel has upfitted over 1 million vehicles in our 60 plus years in
business and has leveraged that expertise in engineering our innovative
product line. Adrian Steel’s industry
best installation times provides our
customers an installation network to
get their vehicle upfitted regardless
of where they need to get them done:
at the factory, out of dealer stock, at
your place of business, or through a
bailment pool.

Kargo Master Inc
Exhibit Hall – 323
Products Displayed
Kargo Master will have displayed a
full-sized Transit with the company’s
durable racks and shelving.
A Transit Connect with both their
feather-weight aluminum and steel
shelving will also be in Kargo Master’s booth.

Knapheide Manufacturing Co.
Exhibit Hall – 3755
Products Displayed
1. Knapheide Mechanics Truck Body
on a 2016 Ford F-750. This body will
feature a new and improved T-handle latch.
2. Knapheide KUV129SU on a 2016
Ford Transit Cut. This body will feature updated design specs which
include a corrugated floor, thermoformed bulkhead, and updated bumper, hitch and LED lights.
3. Knapheide Landscaper Body on
a 2016 Ford F-550. This updated
Landscaper Body includes a new
rear door design, cab guard and tarp.
4. Knapheide Concrete Body on
a 2016 Ford F-550. The Concrete
Body features Roughneck Toolboxes,
screened window bulkhead, material rack, removable sides and a drop
down tailgate among other features.
Sortimo By Knapheide will also
exhibit in the Work Truck show in
booth number 4038. The Sortimo By
Knapheide Booth will feature a 2015
Ford Transit 148 WB high roof van
with a custom Sortimo by Knapheide application installed in the cargo
area.

TransitWorks
Exhibit Hall - 3239
Products Displayed
Transit Crew Van and Transit Connect Mobility Van
Products Displayed Information
Crew Van features 2nd row 3-passenger seating with custom walls
and headliner that meet rigorous
Ford and FMVSS 201U (Head Impact) requirements.
Transit Connect Mobility Van has
room for 5 passengers (including
driver) plus 1 wheelchair with rear
fold-out and lay flat ramp.
New Products Introduced
Crew Van
Stop by the Ford booth to see our
Ford Transit Crew Van and Ford
Transit Connect Mobility Van!
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Visit us at the NTEA Work Truck Show! BOOTH 1801

INCREASE YOUR CAPACITY
FOR FUEl ANd PROFITS!

A Transfer Flow fuel tank installed on your Ford work truck
allows you to spend less time at the fuel pump and more time
on the job. Increased capacity gives you the option to shop for
the best fuel prices, and save money by purchasing more fuel
at one time.
With over 30 years of engineering and manufacturing fuel
tank systems, some of the biggest and best companies trust
Transfer Flow for their fuel system needs. To increase the
driving range on one vehicle or a fleet of vehicles, we have the
manufacturing capabilities and product diversity to help you
grow your business.
Increase your capacity for fuel and profits by contacting us at
800-826-5776 or visit our website at transferflow.com.
Transfer Flow – we fuel YOUR success!

www.transferflow.com

1-800-826-5776

1444 Fortress St., Chico CA 96973

TRENDS: TRANSIT TRANSFORM

LEADING THE TRANSIT UPFIT TREND

I

n the past, trends in the commercial
truck industry evolved slowly over
time. In today’s world the trends can
change overnight. A perfect example
is the 2015 release of the Ford Transit.
Upfitters across the country are now
catching up to this rapid trend change.
The Aerocell Transit, produced by
Unicell Body Company, is at the forefront of this change. Unicell is wellknown for its stylish Aerocell lineup,
which are aerodynamic one-piece
fiberglass van bodies. Today Unicell
still manufactures the only one-piece
fiberglass bodies produced in North
America. Their recently released Aerocell Transit is ready to provide your
commercial van customers a classy,
fuel saving, one-piece fiberglass body.
Tony Lista, General Manager of Van
Operations, describes Unicell’s transition process to the Aerocell Transit.
“When we found out that Ford was
going to replace the E-Series with the
Transit, we looked ahead very carefully at these new challenges. We
decided to focus on the over 10,000+
lbs. dual wheel chassis for our initial
Aerocell Transit product. We are going
to make the Aerocell Transit the best
in our Aerocell lineup yet.”
Unicell bodies are unique in that they
are built in a mold. “In our development of the molds we followed all of
the Transit’s factory styling cues, expanding and complimenting the lineup.” Tony said.
Unicell was actually ahead of the
styling and lightweight body trends
that have now come into reality. “If you
look at the current Transit’s aerodynamic body styling, you can see that
Unicell had this vision very early on.
Now these styling cues are coming
together.” Tony explains, “It really has
come full circle.”
Unicell is also a product distributor and upfitter for Adrian, Reading,
Knapheide and other equipment companies. “We are a one-stop shop for
dealerships,” Tony says. “We can provide a two to three-week turnaround
time from our facilities in Buffalo, NY,
Rochester, NY and Schenectady, NY.

We have a large stock of our partner’s
products and packages in store to
meet the dealer’s needs.”
Customer service is vital to Unicell
Body. “To me communication is key.
We try to pull information from the
dealer. Looking only at dollars and
cents can result in the dealer’s customer not getting what they want,”
Tony said. “Orchestrating and navigating the upfitting process is part of
Unicell’s service. We really try to be
a partner to our dealers. The industry
has a lot of veterans in it, and as the
years go on we are going to see new

people coming in that may not have
had wide-ranging exposure to commercial truck sales. We realize that
part of our job is to educate and inform
our customers,” Tony said.
Trends may come and go faster in
today’s world, but the new Aerocell
Transit has proven that Unicell can
stay ahead of the pace.
For more information about the
Aerocell Transit or any other Unicell
products, visit Unicell’s website at
www.unicell.com. To contact their
knowledgeable sales department,
call 800-628-8914

The 2008 Aerocell body on a F-350. The Aerocell body gives the F-350 an
aerodynamic advantage.

The 2015 Aerocell Transit body on the new Transit. The Aerocell Transit
body delivers the gas and weight savings of a one-piece body and its
integrated styling is perfect for wraps.
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CASECO

for all of your truck body and truck mounted equipment needs

CASECO is a Ford Approved Ship-through upfitter for F-150 and the new Transit
products out of our Kansas City, Missouri facility. CASECO is also a Ford
Approved Pool at our Oklahoma City, OK and our Claremore, OK facilities.

Master Mechanic Series

CASECO Master Mechanic Series heavy-duty crane and
service bodies provide users with the most durable,
versatile, and functional bodies available for the most
demanding applications. What’s in it for you --- Safety,
Security, Functionality, Versatility, Durability, and
Appearance. Call today for more information on our
Master Mechanic Series product line.

SHIP-THROUGH FOR

SUPER DUTY OUT OF OUR KC LOCATION!!!

918.283.2999

Claremore, OK

Oklahoma City, OK

Kansas City, MO

St. Clair, MO

CASECO also has a full line of utility bodies (Reading &
CSB), Commander Series flatbeds and platforms,
Fiberglass bodies and work capsule inserts, as well as,
all related accessories (drawers, shelves, lights, top
mount and underbody boxes ...). Call for pricing and
availability or for information on any of our products.

www.casecomfg.com

info@casecomfg.com

TRENDS: TRANSPORTERS AND MOBILITY VANS

MOBILITY WITH SMART OPTIONS

T

ransitWorks, a Ford QVM upfitter,
is the country’s leading builder of
commercial shuttles, transporters and
mobility vans and has been the exclusive builder of MobilityWorks Commercial vehicles since 1997. Based
out of Akron, Ohio, TransitWorks has
manufacturing facilities in Ohio and in
Kansas City, Kansas, only nine miles
away from the Ford Transit plant. TransitWorks vans are sold to a wide range
of end users in the healthcare, trades
and public transit industry. Senior citizen transport, wheelchair accessible
taxis and other non-emergency transport are only a few examples of their
applications.
TransitWorks will be displaying two
vans in the Ford booth at the 2016
NTEA Work Truck Show. On display
will be the new Transit WorkCrew van
and a Transit Connect mobility package. “We couldn’t be more excited
about being partnered with Ford at the
NTEA show,” said Jim Cermak, Marketing Manager for TransitWorks. “We
have been Ford’s number one mobility
pool for 12 years in a row, and we believe there is no better partner.”
Exclusive to TransitWorks vans is
the SmartFloor™ flooring system.
Their patented design provides more
than 1,000 seating configurations for

the Ford Transit. This flexibility allows
for quick and easy movement of seats
nearly anywhere in the van, allowing
seating for up to 15 passengers, including driver. The lightweight seats
with wheeled bases can be moved to
new positions without lifting. The flooring system can be configured to hold
up to 4 wheelchairs.
TransitWorks debuted their new
Transit WorkCrew™ van at the 2015
Georgia Ford Truck Club’s Lake
Lanier Truck Show event. The Transit

WorkCrew is a converted cargo van
with a second row of seats and a bulkhead partition installed. “The Transit
WorkCrew is perfect for the trades,
construction and utility companies that
send out small crews,” Jim said. “We
designed special walls and a headliner to meet all the new Head Impact
Testing standards (FMVSS201U). Our
WorkCrew van is the only crew van in
the country that has passed all those
tests.”
Product development at TransitWorks is continuous. A Transit prisoner transport van and a hotel shuttle
package will be released this year.
TransitWorks vehicles are compliant with FMVSS, OEM and ADA
standards and the upfits come with a
3-year/36,000-mile warranty. TransitWorks sells through a national dealer
network, including many Ford dealers,
and uses Ford’s ship through program.
For information about joining
TransitWorks’ National Dealer Network go to: www.transit-works.com
Visit Us at
The Work
Truck Show
in Exhibit
Hall Booth 3239
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TRENDS: TRANSIT NEWS

FORD NAMED 3 BEST TRANSIT DEALERSHIP SALES CONSULTANTS!!!

D

ominique Coxson of Lakewood
Ford in Lakewood, Washington,
was named the best Ford Transit
sales consultant in the country in a
the competition Ford organized.
Ford hosted the contest to find the
best sales consultant for the Ford
Transit. Thousands engaged in the
competition by submitting videos of
walk-arounds of a Transit cargo van
or passenger wagon.
Coxson won the top prize of $5,000
after presenting a Transit walkaround that focused on the tough
testing Transit endured during its development and its smart technology
features, including the new SYNC 3
connectivity system.
David Sutherland of Spradley Barr
Motors in Cheyenne, Wyoming, took
second place in the competition, and
Tommy Garrett of Mac Haik Ford in
Houston took third. The contest was
judged by four representatives of
Ford’s marketing and product development teams and emceed by Rick
Titus, host of Drivers Talk Radio.
“We are very impressed by the quali-

ty of the presentations given by Dominique and the other contestants,” said
Krista Pfeiffer, Ford Transit assistant
brand manager, who organized the
competition. “With salespeople like
these, it’s no wonder that Ford Transit
has become the best-selling commercial van in America. They are great at
communicating what makes Transit
smart, flexible and Built Ford Tough!”
Ford van sales increased 32 percent
in 2015 compared with 2014, helping
to make Ford America’s best-selling
brand for the sixth straight year.

ABOVE:

First Place award -- Dominique Coxson.jpg: Dominique Coxson of Lakewood Ford accepts his first place trophy in the Ford Transit walk-around
competition. From left to right: Ford
General Marketing Manager for Ford
North America Fleet, Lease, and Remarketing Raj Sarkar; Ford Truck Marketing Manager Doug Scott; actor portraying a customer; Dominque Coxson
of Lakewood Ford; Ford Commercial
Truck General Manager John Ruppert;
Ford Transit North America Chief Program Engineer Ray Eyles; and Drivers
Talk Radio host Rick Titus.

FORD TRANSIT TURNED 50 IN 2015

A

half century after Ford Motor
Company introduced the iconic
Transit, commercial vans continue to
make a significant and growing contribution to the European economy,
according to a 2015 study commissioned by Ford.
Ford commissioned the report to
better understand the impact of commercial vans on today’s European
economy. The report highlights continuing growth in usage, driven by
transport for online shopping and
newly-created businesses in trades
like painting, plumbing and plastering;
and traditional van-based industries
like building, maintenance/repair, utilities and transport.
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“Most people see the Transits and
other work vans on the road every
day and don’t realize how vital they
are for business at large, as well as
the overall economy,” said Barb Samardzich, chief operating officer, Ford
of Europe. “Even as our economy
changes and evolves – with shifts to
online shopping for example – the demand for Transit vans is only rising.”
French drivers operate the most
vans, with 5.2 million vehicles registered in 2014, followed by 4.6 million
in Spain, 3.8 million in Italy, 3.5 million
in the U.K., 2.7 million in Poland and
2.3 million in Germany. Poland shows
the greatest increase amongst the top
six nations, up 85 per cent since 2000.

Sales of medium vans like Transit are
strongest in Germany, with 281,000
vehicles registered in 2014, followed
by 231,000 in the U.K., and 187,000
in France.
The Ford Transit has become one of
the world’s most popular commercial
vehicles, approaching a total of 8 million vans built. Lined up end-to-end,
those Transits would circle the globe.

TRENDS IN

N

o matter how we might wish it
were different, technology is rapidly changing our lives. Here are a few
trends that may offer opportunities as a
FordPro:
Same-day delivery services.
This may be a big differentiator in
ecommerce. Consumers might see
convenient delivery options as the most
important factor in choosing where to
buy. Clearly this will increase the need
for delivery services.
Home cooking by design. Companies like Blue Apron deliver kits containing fully prepped meal ingredients
to its customers - follow instructions
and assemble the meals. “It’s very
much about a different kind of cooking,
not the kind our grandparents did, not
starting from scratch. We’re not murdering the chicken any more, we’re not
plucking the feathers off of the chicken.
That’s gone forever.” [Learn how to find
and approach new customers at one
of Ken Taylor’s Sales Boot Camps, or

TECHNOLOGY

schedule training with Ken Taylor www.
commercialtrucktraining.com]
Must be on the IoT (Internet of
Things). Connectivity is the new currency for competitiveness, even in the
commercial space. Your customers are
being changed by technology around
them, and they expect new efficiencies
from you. There is no doubt, you MUST
be online. Those in the know predict
that the IoT will grow 31.7% from 20142019. [Check out how to get your inventory online and other tools at www.
worktrucksolutions.com]
Mobile first. More than 50% of U.S.
households have a tablet and 79%
have a smartphone. Engaging a buyer,
even in commercial, is likely to start
with the mobile platform. You must be
‘responsive’ (i.e., mobile).
How social can you be? By 2017,
when U.S. digital ad expenditure
reaches $37.36 billion, Facebook and
Twitter together will account for 33.7%
of the market, up from 30.2% this year.

[Need help here? Reach out to Terry
Minion and his team at www.upwardtrends.org]
While researching this article, we
found a few quotes that seem to say
it all:
About our cell phones:
“We want to be near to people, but
we’re afraid to disconnect.”
About Aps:
“We want shortcuts for everything. To find a taxi, to confirm my
medical symptoms, to find out how
many steps I’ve walked.”
Yes, technology is changing your
world….don’t reject it - make the most
of how to use new technologies to help
your customers. It’s time for you to get
creative.

Reach More Markets with
Upfits from TransitWorks

Senior Care · Hotels · Shuttles · Wheelchair Transit · Public Transit

Authorized Ship Thru for both
Transit and Transit Connect

When it comes to moving people,
TransitWorks builds the Best and the Most
Ford Transit and Transit Connect upﬁts.
Small Buses
Crew Vans
Shuttles
Transporters
Ambulettes
Wheelchair Vans
Prisoner Vans
Accessible Taxis
Exclusive SmartFloor system with movable and
changeable seating layouts also available

Reach New Markets and Sell More!

Call Today 855-337-9579

OFFICIAL
BAILMENT POOL

Ford’s #1 Mobility Builder for
over 12 Years in a Row

www.transit-works.com
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http://commercialtrucksuccess.blogspot.com/

TERRY’S BLOG
LASTING TREND: PROVIDING VALUE

T

he theme for this issue of FordPros is Trends. There are so
many trends to consider. The housing trend can affect the commercial
truck and fleet business, the trends
of cost and fuel prices always peek
people’s interests. Then there is the
trend of the marketplace in general,
whether it is going lighter or heavier,
more toward cargo vans and away
from service bodies, or more toward
service bodies and away from commercial pickups, the trends of accessories to make truck bodies more efficient or effective, or to widen their
appeal, and much more.
I don’t know who I am talking to
when writing here. You might be a
lone commercial/fleet manager, a
manager of a huge team, an individual salesperson, dealer, or other
dealership manager, body company,
or vehicle manufacturer. You might
be brand new to the business or a
seasoned veteran. This makes it
a challenge to speak to many, and
especially so on the many different
trends that go on in our business, yet
affect different aspects of it in different ways.

I find myself challenged to write in
such a way that benefits everyone
who may choose to read this article.
As I thought about that for several
hours, it occurred to me that there is
one trend that applies equally to all
concerned. It is the one trend that is
lasting in business, that is always in
demand, that not all pay attention to,
and that can make or break fortunes
in this business or any other kind of
business. That trend is the trend of
providing value.
No matter what truck manufacturer
is hot this year or which type of truck
is in the most demand, following the
valuable trend of providing value is
always the best choice.
There are so many ways to provide
value. We can provide value by helping our customer to make the best
decision for their needs and uses by
providing intelligent information and
showing them better ways of choosing or using their vehicles. We can
provide value by following up with
them and staying in touch so they always know who has their back. We
can provide value by helping our clients to get more business by referring

them to business as we find people
who may benefit from their services.
We can provide value by helping our
client’s employees to get the same
kind of care and attention that we
provide to the company managers
and owners. We can provide value
by knowing our client’s business,
their needs, how they do what they
do. We can provide value by helping
our clients get the best service in our
service and parts department, and
making sure their vehicles are back
on the road as soon as possible.
These are but a few ways that we
can provide value and improve our
relationships and our business. The
value word gets around. When one
tells their friends how well they are
cared for and how much value we
provide to them, that word-of-mouth
funnel flows and opens up even more
opportunity to stay on the time proven trend of providing value.
Terry Minion of
Commercial Truck Success
spends his days helping
dealers develop successful
commercial departments

COMMERCIAL TRUCK

Building or Rebuilding an Effective, Successful, and Profitable
Commercial Truck Operation within a Retail Auto Dealership

By Terry R. Minion

“. . whether you want to add $100,000 or $1,000,000 to your
bottom line, you will benefit from this ‘how to’ on commercial trucks.”
-- Greg Martin
Buy the book @ www.ctsdealer.net

Now Available on Amazon.com!
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Wayne Aeschliman

W

ayne Aeschliman is the Commercial Account Manager
for Jarrett Gordon Ford, located in
Davenport, Florida, only 10 miles
from Disney World. The Jarrett Ford
group has five stores in Florida. The
Davenport store is the only location
that stocks commercial vehicles for
their dealerships. Wayne is responsible for ordering and inventory for
all five of the stores.
Wayne grew up on a rural farm
in Illinois which gave him the solid
work ethic that helps him manage
this heavy workload. The Orlando/
Tampa Bay area is experiencing
explosive growth. Just in the Davenport area the workforce is expecting to increase by 5,000 jobs in
the next few years. “We started the
commercial department in late 2013
when we became a BPN dealer. At
that time, we were having only one
or two commercial sales a month.
Last year we delivered 168 units,”
Wayne said. Presently Wayne is
the only member of the commercial
sales team.
In the near future Wayne is hoping
to hire someone just to help him with
marketing and getting new customers. “We need to make use of the
available marketing and lead generating tools, such as the internet online services that Work Truck Solution provides,” Wayne commented.
“Now 50% of advertising from Ford
has to be electronic.”
Wayne pays attention to the details. “I am amazed at how some
sales people just handwrite a
price on an invoice and send it to
a customer who may be spending
$100,000 or more.” Wayne said.
“The main thing I see different between myself and other dealers is
how I do my purchase proposals.
I use the CVT Website to spec the
trucks out and send that along with
our purchase proposal worksheet.”

Wayne continues. “How you do the
proposal depends on the customer.
If I think a customer is more technical minded, I will put in more information. I once presented a 35-page
purchase proposal,” Wayne said.
“You can write down every item on
that truck. You can put in the options they bought and the price of
other available options too. I have
had several customers tell me that
I maybe be a bit higher but my proposal was more informative, so they
bought from me. Customers feel
more confident with someone that
gives them complete and honest information.”
Part of Wayne’s success comes
from his intelligent stocking of inventory. Wayne gets the jump on bids by
anticipating the customer’s needs.
“I have the complete support of the
owners and my GM which is allowing me to stock more and different
inventory. I have a few customers

quotes for dump bodies and other
work truck uses.”
“When I go home, I don’t quit working,” Wayne says happily. Wayne
is a member of the Central Florida
Ford Truck Club. He attended nine
of last year’s twelve Truck Club
meetings, even though the drive to
the Tampa area may take 5 hours
out of his day.

“ Customers feel more confident with someone that
gives them complete and honest information. ”
that always put their trucks out to
bid to myself and two other dealers.
So what I have done is make sure I
always stock a few of those trucks
the way they want them. When they
put the bid out, I let them know I can
turn it around in a week, instead of
ordering and waiting 90-120 days.”
“For the first time I am stocking
the new Ford Medium Dutys. Before
this year, I could not stock these
because we did not have the certified technicians. That has changed
now with production coming out of
Ohio,” Wayne explains. “I ordered
three Medium Dutys for the inventory. Ford gives us a 250-day free
floor plan if you order three Medium
Dutys at a time. Because of the fact
that I have them on the ground, I do
have people coming in looking for

Wayne’s father is 97 and his mother is 93 years old. Wayne’s grandfather lived to 98. “Longevity must
be in our genes,” Wayne said. With
an unstoppable farmer’s work ethic
and those good genes, it looks like
Wayne will be enjoying success
in sunny Florida for a long time to
come.

By Ken Keller
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FORD TRUCK CLUB NEWS
PENNSYLVANIA
The Central Pennsylvania Ford Truck
Association held their Annual Christmas
Party and Election of Officers on Wednesday, December 9, 2015 at Champions
Sports Bar in Highspire, Pa. Santa visited
while the guest enjoyed steamed shrimp,
hot wings, mozzarella cheese sticks and
beverages of choice. Santa passed out
gifts to all of the children attending. Truck
Club Members and their Spouses played
“Now You Have It & Now You Don’t” with
gifts they brought to the function.
Mr. Mike McLaughlin, Ford Commercial
Lending Manager spoke briefly on Ford
Commercial incentives and Trac Leases.
Mr. Butch Gosline, Business Preferred
Network Commercial Business Manager
for the Washington/Virginia Region introduced Karen Perry, the new BPN Commercial Business Manager for the Philadelphia Region.
After a Prime Rib, Chicken Marsala and
Beer Battered Fish Dinner Butch Gosline
announced the results of the election.
Jim Finchen, President, Commercial Account/Fleet Manager, Hoffman Ford Sales
Scott Lambert, Vice President, Commercial Account Manager, Blaize-Alexander
Jeff Van de Motter, Treasurer, Reading
Truck & Equipment Business Manager
Mike McLaughlin, Secretary, Ford Commercial Lending Manager
Their last meeting took place on February 10th at Champions in Highspire, Pa.
GEORGIA
Georgia Ford Truck Club had their holiday meeting on Dec. 8 at Main Event Entertainment in Atlanta. For this meeting
spouses and guests were invited and a
block of rooms at the Holiday Inn Express
were available. This was the last meeting
prior to Jerry Deblon’s retirement after 43
years with Ford.
SAVE THE DATE!
Ford Commercial Truck Body &
Equipment Expo At Lake Lanier Islands
May 18 & 19 2016,
Early Arrivals May 17, 2016
Reservations are AVAILABLE NOW:
Call Hotel direct at 770-945-8787
Rates: Lodge $169 /
Lake House $345 /
Villa’s $249
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CHICAGO
On Dec. 8 the Ford Truck Club of Chicago meeting was sponsored by BPN and
FMCC. Thank you to BPN and FMCC for
a tremendous December meeting.
The January 12th meeting was sponsored by Knapheide. John Costello is
their newest officer.
The February 9th meeting was sponsored by CHICAGO PARTS & SOUND.
The 5 for 5 attendance drive!!!
You could win $500 for having the best
poker hand. It is so easy .... even you can
do it. Just show up to Truck Club meeting and get a card. Every month between
now and April, get a card. Bring a new
person ... get an extra card. You will probably need to take your shoes and socks
off to count this one up but... you could
get up to 14 cards to make a great 5 card
poker hand. Winner will be announced at
May meeting and winner must be present. $100 prize for WORST poker hand.
You do need 5 cards to win.

Lyn Pelletier, their new Monroe Rep,
discussed the products and services
that Monroe can provide to customers in
2016. Brian Murphy, Sales Director for
Explorer Van, discussed what is new for
Explorer in 2016.

PHILADELPHIA
The Holiday Party was on Dec. 6, sponsored by TP Truck Equipment & Reading
Equipment.
Please join them 6pm Wednesday February 17th at The Crowne Plaza Phila. /
Bucks County located 4700 E. Street Rd
Feasterville-Trevose, Pa. sponsors will
be Dealer Accessory Services / Adrian
Steel. John Kerwin will review the products & services offered and installed by
Dealer Accessory Services. Jon Bezon
will review the products offer by Adrian
Steel. Please visit their suggestion box
with any questions or comments that
may help them make future agendas a
value to the sales persons coming to the
meeting, and make positive and productive use of their time. Please bring invoices/body invoices of aged inventory
and see what can be worked out with
NEW ENGLAND
fellow members.
Rachel Fogg, Marketing Coordinator for
Please note:
FCTANE reports:
Dinner meeting participation is $45.
We had a fantastic 2015! We gained Cash or Check. Please make check paysome new members, both on the deal- able to Philadelphia Ford Truck Club.
er and vendor side, and we also had
This year in order to peak everyone’s
a change in venue. We meet the third attendance interest for every meeting atTuesday of every month, now at our new tended sales persons will be able to put
location, Carbone’s Restaurant in Hop- one additional business card in the hat
kinton, MA. The staff is very accommo- at this year’s Holiday Party prize drawdating and the food is excellent!
ing (Better odds on the BIG prizes. “Joe
The holiday meeting was held on De- Davis” rule applies. One prize per person
cember 15th. Dejana once again spon- or while supplies last). Please attend evsored the entire meeting. Due to multiple ery meeting for the best chance to win
requests, Bruce Gray discussed the train- this December as well as see some old
ing needed to complete the STARS Cer- friends and meet some new friends!
tification course on F650/750. The speMarch Meeting Date: 3/16/16 cific course number is 3635W, F650/750
Location TBD - Unicell & M.H. Eby
Chassis Cabs. It is a required course to
The next sponsorship opportunity is for
maintain BPN enrollment.
the April 20th, 2016 meeting.
At the January 19 meeting the Ford RePlease inquire for details at
gional Manager, Marc Rogowski, came PhiladelphiaFordTruckClub@Gmail.com
by to recap the year. Monroe Truck
Equipment and Explorer Custom Vans
joined for the vendor presentations. They
had about 30 attend, with about a 20/10
split between salespeople and vendors.

IT’S TIME TO

EVERY WORKER HAS A JOB TO DO.

At Adrian Steel, we carefully consider the cargo you need to do
your job. We look at how each tool will be used; when it will be
needed; where it will be used; and what the overall demands are
for any given project.
We have created a system that puts your speciic needs at the
heart of everything we do. We design every product - partitions,
shelving, storage - based on providing you access to the cargo
you carry, so you can nd what you are looking for, allowing you
to be more productive at the job you do.

LEARN HOW AT NTEA. SEE US IN BOOTH #1605.

ADRIANSTEEL.COM

